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Here you can find the menu of Jinya Ramen Henderson in Henderson. At the moment, there are 16 dishes and
drinks on the card. You can inquire about seasonal or weekly deals via phone. What Larry Adeva likes about

Jinya Ramen Henderson:
Came here the 3rd time ,Daniela was great and improvised since my favorite salad quinoa just ran out,Miso
ramen was good as usual, broth was thick and little spicy,Chicken Karage was delicious with a squeeze of

lemonAnd the best was desert , get the pana cota with ice cream,We’ve been going to the flamingo location for
years,Now this is one of our favorite spots in henderson read more. In beautiful weather you can even eat in the

outdoor area, and there is free WiFi. What Kevin Shaw doesn't like about Jinya Ramen Henderson:
I love jinya and I recently moved to this side of town and was excited to be close to one. However the ramen is

not that great at this location, the broth is very bland and wierd tasting. I will go out of my way now to drive to the
location on Flamingo for ramen. The rest of the food at this location tastes great, but the ramen is a huge

disappointment. read more. The customers love it when Asian cuisine meets a bit of creativity. That's exactly
what you can expect at the Jinya Ramen Henderson from Henderson, with its unconventional Asian fusion

cuisine - the right mix of what you know meets the adventurous world of fusion cuisine, Likewise, the guests of
the restaurant prefer the large variety of various coffee and tea specialities that the restaurant provides. The

restaurant also offers a extensive selection of delicious tapas, which are definitely worth a try, On the daily
specials there are also several Asian menus.
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